
 

The Julian Teaching School Hub 
Uniting schools to serve every child, by applying best bets for improving outcomes. 

 

23rd April 2021 

Dear Headteacher / Principal 

 

What are Teaching School Hubs? 

Teaching School Hubs (TSH) are the Department for Education (DfE)’s replacement for Teaching 

Schools. They are bigger in scale, each typically serving 200 schools within distinct geographical 

locations. TSH have a sole focus on Teacher Training and Development for all career stages. They are 

a part of the DfE’s Recruitment and Retention strategy and associated frameworks for Initial Teacher 

Training, the Early Career Framework (with linked changes to Statutory Induction) and National 

Professional Qualifications. Collectively these reforms are designed to build a world class system of 

Teacher Development suitable for all schools. 

 

There are now 87 Hubs across England and they have been given five specific initial responsibilities: 

• Delivery of Early Career Framework (ECF) training for both Early Career Teachers (ECTs) and 

Mentors; 

• Appropriate Body (AB) services; 

• Delivery of school-based Initial Teacher Training (ITT); 

• Delivery of the new National Professional Qualifications (NPQs); 

• Curating and quality assuring ‘other CPD’. 

ITT, ECF and NPQs together comprise a ‘golden thread’ for teacher development, which aims to 

recruit, retain and develop as many teachers in our schools as possible. The related evidence-based 

frameworks are coherent with each other and represent ‘best bets’ for improving pupil outcomes. 
 

The Julian Teaching School Hub 

Notre Dame High School, part of St. John the Baptist Catholic MAT, are very pleased to have been 

designated as the Teaching School Hub for all 244 schools in Broadland, King’s Lynn and West 

Norfolk, North Norfolk and Norwich. You may have worked with us before in our roles as Norwich 

Research School and the East Anglian Schools’ Teaching Alliance (EASTA). We have named our Hub 

after Julian of Norwich, a trailblazer with links to Norfolk, because we want this fantastic opportunity 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/teaching-school-hubs
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teacher-recruitment-and-retention-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/initial-teacher-training-itt-core-content-framework
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/initial-teacher-training-itt-core-content-framework
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-career-framework
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/induction-for-early-career-teachers-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-professional-qualifications-frameworks-from-september-2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-professional-qualifications-frameworks-from-september-2021


to be for all schools in our region. We hope that her words of wisdom will apply to all the schools in 

our area with regard to our work as a Teaching School Hub! 

“All shall be well, and all shall be well and all manner of thing shall be well” 

You can read our draft Vision, Values and Offer high level summary here. 

 

Additional information about our offer 

1) Early Career Framework (ECF) 

You will probably be aware that the Early Career Framework underpins an entitlement to a fully 

funded, two-year package of structured support for early career teachers (ECTs), linked to the best 

available research evidence. 

From September 2021, all new teachers must follow the ECF as part of their induction, rather than 

existing induction programmes (unless those programmes follow the ECF with fidelity). 

Our responsibility as a Teaching School Hub is to partner with one of the organisations which have 

been designated by the DfE as a Lead Provider for the ECF programme. Our partner is Ambition 

Institute, who will provide the fully-funded Full Induction Programme (FIP) for Early Career Teachers 

registered through our Teaching School Hub. In other words, these ECTs will follow the Ambition 

Institute programme, designed and resourced by Ambition Institute, at no cost to schools. You can 

watch a short video about the experiences of those involved in the early rollout of this programme 

here. 

Induction will now cover a period of two years instead of one and the ECT is entitled to 10% time out 

of class in Year 1 and 5% time out of class in Year 2. Additional funding will be paid direct to schools 

to support this time out of the classroom for the ECT in the second year. 

Each ECT must have a dedicated mentor. A lot will be expected of ECT mentors, but full training will 

be offered (for schools who choose the FIP route). Funding will also be provided to cover mentor’s 

time with the mentee in the second year of teaching, and as well as backfill time for mentor training 

(again, for school who chose choose the FIP route). 

Whilst the FIP route is the DfE’s preferred option for schools, there are alternatives available to 

schools, which Appropriate Bodies will quality assure in order to check that these show fidelity to 

the Early Career Framework. 

 
2) Appropriate Body Services  

From September 2021, only LAs or Teaching School Hubs can offer Appropriate Body (AB) services 

for Early Career Teachers. Our Hub will offer its service alongside the existing services offered by 

Norfolk County Council. It remains the case that schools are free to choose any AB service that suits 

them. 

The Teaching School Hub AB service is an extra resource, should it be needed by any schools in our 

area. We will work closely with our partners who bring existing knowledge and expertise of 

providing AB services. We aim to allow schools to begin registering their Induction Lead, ECTs and 

Mentors with our AB service from May half term. 

https://ndhs-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/rhiggins_ndhs_org_uk/EZ5NOvX25IpBkud3RzCAapABfjF50mnY2nmmGvWF_Nsx9g?e=FhOuLS
https://design102.wistia.com/medias/cu1aoblkno


 

3) Delivery of School-based Initial Teaching Training 

Our Hub includes lead Primary and Secondary schools for Norfolk and Suffolk SCITT, one of the UK’s 

largest school-based ITT providers. Additionally, our Research School provides training based on the 

new ITT Core content framework to the SCITT’s trainees. 

As a Hub we will work with all of the school-based ITT providers serving schools in our region, to 

make routes into teaching clear and available, networking ITT providers and schools together to 

recruit the best and then provide an excellent start to their teaching careers. We will work to raise 

awareness of the benefits of partnerships with school-based ITT providers to support teachers, 

leaders of schools and trusts.  If you would like to find out more about SCITT, please contact us 

below. 

We will work with Norfolk County Council to bring ITT stakeholders together and support them with 

the upcoming ITT market review. 

 

4) Delivery of the new National Professional Qualifications 

Beyond the first few years of teaching, we share the DfE’s priority to help all teachers and leaders to 

develop their expertise throughout their careers, whether they wish to pursue a traditional 

leadership route or become a specialist. This is why the DfE is removing the existing National 

Professional Qualification in Middle Leadership (NPQML) and has commissioned national providers 

to design a suite of three Specialist qualifications and three Leadership qualifications around 

evidence-based frameworks endorsed by the Education Endowment Foundation: 

• NPQ Leading Teacher Development (NPQLTD): for current or aspiring middle leaders 

responsible for the training and development of others, including early career teachers; 

• NPQ Leading Teaching: developing teachers (NPQLT): for current or aspiring middle leaders 

of subject or those responsible for improving teaching practice in a subject or phase; 

• NPQ Leading Behaviour and Culture (NPQLBC): for current or aspiring middle leaders with 

responsibility for leading behaviour and culture; 

• NPQ Senior Leadership (significantly changed); 

• NPQ Headship (significantly changed), and the related Additional Support Offer (ASO) for 

new Headteachers; 

• NPQ Executive Leadership (significantly changed). 

As a Hub, we will act as a local delivery partner with one or more National Providers of NPQs, 

recruiting the best available local facilitators and assessors, then quality assuring delivery to ensure 

that the potential of the related frameworks is realised. Scholarship funding to support participants 

access the programmes will be confirmed by the DfE in due course, with early indications that the 

NPQH and NPQLTD will be fully funded for all schools; the other NPQs look likely to be fully funded 

for schools in the top 30% of schools with pupils eligible for the Pupil Premium. 

 

5) Other CPD 

We will use our knowledge of what makes CPD effective to curate, quality assure and signpost high-

quality CPD to schools, as well as raising the rigor of its evaluation. We are working with Norfolk 



County Council and Educate Norfolk to establish a practical and sustainable mechanism for 

communicating with schools to ascertain their needs outside of the ‘Golden Thread’. We are working 

with current CPD providers to explain how we will support them in CPD design. When live, we expect 

our newsletter, social media channels and website to become key mechanisms for helping schools to 

know about and understand all the local high-quality CPD on offer. 

We are working in collaboration with all Curriculum Hubs, such as the Norwich English Hub, Angles 

and Cambridge Maths Hubs, Norfolk Computing Hub, the Norfolk and Suffolk Science Learning 

Partnership and Ed Tech Demonstrator schools, to complement and not duplicate their offers. 

We know that there is lots of good work happening in this area, and invite interested parties to 

contact us to find out more. 

 

Listening 

We have been working closely with Heads, CEOs, providers, Norfolk County Council and Educate 

Norfolk in order to start to keep everyone updated about all these changes. We will continue to 

work with all relevant organisations to bring together ITT and CPD providers to better serve schools, 

and ensure consistency on Appropriate Body services. 

We commit to regular communication with every school in our region, regardless of type, phase and 

size. As we constitute our Steering group, we will ensure that each local district and school type is 

represented. 

 

If you have any questions above the information in this letter, please contact us using Julian-

tsh@ndhs.org.uk. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Roger Higgins 

Director of Professional Development 

The Julian Teaching School Hub 

 

Brian Conway 

CEO 

St John the Baptist Catholic MAT 

mailto:Julian-tsh@ndhs.org.uk
mailto:Julian-tsh@ndhs.org.uk

